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when atom getenergy they becomeexcited and then
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Alsocalled discreteenergy but notcontinously

BohnModel

o OnlyApply in Ha

Wave mechanical
combinecharacterof both wave and particle
electron move in certain orbital but not in circular orbits

charter ofLight

we can never know the electronsmotion butjust follow
probabilityMap as above
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As levelNum increases the avengedistance in that
orbital from nucleus also increased

electrumSpin
M describehowspin in one direction

I howspin in opposite direction

Two electionMUST have oppositespin tooccupiedthe same
orbits



Pauliexclusiveprinciple An atomic orbital can hold a
maxiam of the electrons and those two
electronmust have opposite spin

Electron Arrangement

For the first 18elements the indivitual sublevels fills
the following order Is they 2s then2p then3s then3p
The most attractive orbital isalway Is
As ugetlarger the orbit size get larger

ly H Is e electronconfiguration
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T Sodium 1525217635

Valenceelectrons

The electron in the outer most principleenergy levelof
an atom

ey 15252173 Valence electron in 25 and 2P

15252216351 Valene electron in 35

Evolved in chemical Reaction

Configuration USTable

energy level 4 begin to fill before level
l 3 has been

completed Ar K Ch

ly K 152521003531764s or EAN 4S
T
Not 3d

And Ca IAA 45

After Ca turn to fill 3d they are calledtransitional
Metal
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I 5
Reason is complex

summary The Cutt s orbits always fill before the nd
orbits

LanthanideSeries After lanthanum
A groupof 14 elements The series of
elements corresponds to thefilling of the
seven 4 f orbitals

Actinide Series After actinium the14elements
fillingseven sf orbitals

Except helium thegroupmember indicate the sun

ofelectrons in the us and up
orbitals in the

highest principal energy level that contains
electrons which called valenceelectrons

Atomic Properties



Meter loss electron

Nonmeter gainelectron

As godown thegroup metal beanemore likely to lose
electron

IonizationEnergy
The energy required to remove an electronfrom an indivitud
atom in thegas phase

Mcg I Nt te
ionization
energy

fightged
Nonmetal havelarger containenergy
energy than metal

energyincreased

Atomic size



she because stronger
positivechange tend
to attract electron and
become smaller

Iincrease
because moreenergy
level

Chemical bounding

Typeof chemical bond
bond a force that holdsgroupsof two or more atoms

together and makes them function as an unit

bond energy Theenergyneedto breakthebond

ionic bonding atom whichlosselectron with atomgainelection
metal t nonmetal

Q
ionic

Metal Nonmetal
Compound

Covalentbonding electrons are shared by nuclei
two identical atom G H H

polaredcovalentbonding unequal shame election

ey H F
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Electronegativity

Theunequallyshavedelectrons the relative abilityof an atom

in a moleale to attract sharedelectrons to itself
increased

polarityof a bonddepends on thedifferencebetween theelectronegativeties

Bondpolarity and DipoleMoment

dipolemoment Amolecule that has a center ofpositive
charge and a centerof negative change
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Representby annow A
Arrow to negativechange

Stable electron configuration and changes on tons

Almostallstable chemical compoundsoftherepresentative
elementhave achieved a noblegaselectron configuration

predictionformulasof Ionic compounds

ly Ca Ar 45
O HeJ252104

Structure
Cation are smaller Anion are bigger

887.881
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polyatomic ions

Morethanthree atoms
contain both ionic bond and covalentbond

ly Ammonium

Nitrate
haveNH4 and v05 ions

And foreach NHat and NO5



they'reconnect by covalentbond

Lewis Structure
showhowthe valenceelectron are arranged among atoms
G KBn where Ktand Bri
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Situation

No dot on K because it loss its onlyvalenceelection
dot on B bease it till its shell

by When it is convalentband

duet rule share two electron
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For notformband
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Octet rule
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bondingpain election that sharedbetween atoms

lonepains unshared pain



Steps
obtainthesumofthe valence electrons
Use onepairofelectron to form abondCline

arrange the remaindyelections to satifiedtheduet
rules and octet foreachsecond row element

G Lewis structure for water molecule
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Resonance Structure A moleculeshowthisattribute when more
than one Lewis structure can bedrawn

Lewis for ions

ex CN

Sm of valence 4 54 10
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Cann't drow odd numberofelectrons

Cannotfully explain 02

MolecularStructure

3D arrange of Lewis structure

bond angle linearstructure
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Tetrahedral Structure
trigonal plan

an

structure tetrahedron

The USEPR Model
valenceshellelectronpair repulsionmodel

Main Idea thestructure around a given atom is deterred

byminimizing repulsion between electronpains
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A 3DmodelI
tetrahedral
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Moleculewithdoublebond

same as singlebondCUSEPRmodel


